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Comments:

Ettore Lo Giudice:

“I had a lot of fun doing this experience,

I met new people and I’ve improved my English”

Federico Fassari: 

“It was a great experience and I

recommend it other people. I was really involved in 

this project because I led my team in the workshop.”



Monia Sanfilippo:

“All the activities in workshops helped

me to meet and relate with new people from different

countries”

Adrian Shahini: 

“It was a very useful experience because

it helped our teamwork”



Lara Isabel D’Urso:

“Thanks to this project I learnt how to better care for

the planet and I did a lot of new activities”. 

Noemi Pintaldi: 

“I interviewed a lot of people to understand what they

thought about the environment. I would

recommend this experience because it’s important

to know other points of view on how to respect the 

environment.”



Graziana Palermo:“Working in the workshop of the Green 

Eye Journal with my foreign friends was a further

opportunity to improve my skills and to practise the 

language. It was a moment of exchange because we

realised some articles about customs, traditions and 

cultures of our countries and this helped us a lot to learn

new things.”

Marta Lo Presti:“It was a great experience for me and I 

was completely involved in the activities of the 

workshop.” 



Comments of our schoolmates (1)
Esmeralda Tomasello:Thanks to this project I realized the 

importance of our environment. I understood that we don’t 

have to pollute the planet. 

Joshua Pellitteri:I am absolutely a greener citizen. Now I see 

the environment in a different way, with new “eyes”. Before the 

Green Eye project, I didn’t pay attention to little things. Now I 

am more eco-friendly and I changed my habits in a greener 

way. I save electricity, I recycle and I try to walk to school if it’s 

possible. During the project, I was in the workshop that had to 

create the new logo of the project. So we mainly drew our 

ideas for the new logo. It was really funny! I will recommend 

this activity  to all my friends



Comments of our schoolmates (2)
Chiara Borzì: I am already a green citizen, but with the project I 

became more eco-friendly. Now I pay more attention in the 

respect of the beautiful environment that every city has. I 

didn’t really change my habits, because the environment is a 

thing really important for me. During the project, I created 

with other guys the “Green eye journal”, that is a newspaper 

that talks about the environment. I really recommend this 

project because I really had fun and you can learn a lot how 

making new friends.



Interviews to Mrs Sapuppo

Federico Fassari: Are you a Green citizien after the project?

Mrs Sapuppo: Yes I am , in fact after the project I have increased my respect and 

my sensitivity about the environment and also I do a lot of separate waste.

Federico Fassari: What are the consequences of the project in your Life and have 

you change your habits after the project ?

Mrs Sapuppo: Personally in my life I have always been careful to respect the 

environment, however with this wonderful experience I have improved my habits. 

For example I buy season and organic food (km 0 food) when possible. I have 

changed my habits especially in the upcycling in fact I reuse and recycle a lot of  

things and I'm careful about what I throw and how I throw it. 

Federico Fassari: What kind of activity did you do during the project ?

Mrs Sapuppo: During the project I worked in the group of upcycling in Hannover. In the 

group teachers and pupils recycled clothes and I also built two bags. At Catania 

Conference we decorated two old bins to use as containers to recycle plastic and 

paper.

Federico Fassari: Would you recommend the activities that you learned during the 

project 

Mrs Sapuppo: Of course I recommend all the activities because they teach people to 

respect the environment especially us students



Interview to Mrs. Motta

Actually, I was a green citizen  before  and I 
continue being a green citizen. I can’t 
answer, because it is a really serious 

question but I can say that I have  always 
had green habits. I recycle and I pay 

attention to little things, like saving electricity 
and water. I also go to school by bike every 

morning. During the project I helped organize 
the activities and I joined the video 

workshop. I really had fun! I would really 
recommend the activities I learned during the 

project. Be a greener citizen!



Interview to Mrs Lipera
Are you a  “green” citizen?

Yes, I am. Well, to say the truth, I have always been a “green 

citizen”. I have always been  interested in the conservation of 

our environment and in the recycling . 

Why did  you start this project?

The bad news on  the increasing  pollution of our planet brought 

me to  plan the “Green EYE”project.  My main purpose was to  

involve my students  and improve their environmentally 

friendly behaviour , help them modify their lifestyle and  

encourage them to learn how to take action and defend the 

environment  from waste and the destruction of biodiversity. 

Thanks to the “Green EYE”project, the school community 

learned new skills and methods on how to protect and respect 

our environment, how to save energy, how to recycle.  



Did you achieve any good results?

Yes, I did. During  the mobilities and the Conference 

held at the Boggio Lera School, all students 

developed  the awareness of the environmental 

matters in their country and in the  partners’countries

of the European Union.

I do hope that all participant  students  will benefit of the 

positive results  achieved, will be also environmentally 

responsible and will promote initiatives in defense of 

the environment.
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